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Community Impact Center for 1,500 People 
Indonesia 
 

Category: Agriculture; Animal Husbandry; Community Development 

 
BGR will partner with a community development center in a Southeast Asian country that implements agricultural 
trainings and development projects. The center provides a working model with trainings and hands-on experience 
to locals on topics such as land management, raising animals (such as goats), water development and community 
development. The team also equips and sends field workers throughout the community to complete community 
and agricultural development projects. 
 
The center plans to provide training to at least 1,500 people next year and implement projects that will directly 
benefit at least 1,000 more people in the field. 

 
Prayer Requests  

1. Pray the field workers will find open doors in the villages in which they train and teach. 
2. Pray the projects will help meet the nutritional needs of the people. 
3. Pray a goat milk project will be successful, and that villagers will see the benefit of fresh milk from goats. 
4. Pray an earthworm farming project will be successful, and provide for the nutritional needs of the fish farm 

in order to model a sustainable protein source for the community. 
5. Pray that God would be glorified through all projects and trainings. 

 
 
 
Who We Are 
 
 

BAPTIST GLOBAL RESPONSE (BGR) helps you meet the needs of people around the world. Together, we strive 
to demonstrate the love of God so people have the opportunity to experience the full and meaningful lives He 
created them to enjoy. We work with proven and trusted partners overseas to discover needs, find sustainable 
resources to address them, and apply effective and efficient solutions. We do all of this in a way that involves 
local people, thus building individual and community dignity. 
 
BGR rapidly responds to disasters with feeding programs, construction teams, and medical care. We address the 
long-term issues of poverty and hunger with well-planned, compassionate ministries. We train ministry partners 
to meet both long-term and short-term needs. And, we do it all to help people both physically and spiritually. 

 

 
 .gobgr.org 

 
.facebook.com/gobgr 

 
.@gobgr 

 
1.866.974.5623 
615.367.3678 
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Empowering Widows 
Nigeria 
 

Category: Basic Hunger; Widows/Orphans/Children  

 
In a poor, rural region, Christian widows face many obstacles unique to their situation. Due to social customs, 
widows who refuse to remarry put themselves at risk by living alone in a society suspicious and disapproving of 
unattached women. While many widows find support living with other families, a lack of income or prospects puts 
great financial strain on the receiving household. 
 
A BGR-partner organization acknowledges the plight of these women and hopes to empower Christian widows 
toward sustainability for themselves and their families. The organization will target about 300 widows and conduct 
empowerment projects such as goat rearing or farming, sales of milk products, and vocational training like 
tailoring. 
 
In addition to physical assistance, the organization will hold encouragement sessions in person and over the phone 
during regular intervals of the project. 

 
Prayer Request - Pray these widows will be able to provide for their families through empowerment projects. 

 
 
 
 
Who We Are 
 
 

BAPTIST GLOBAL RESPONSE (BGR) helps you meet the needs of people around the world. Together, we strive 
to demonstrate the love of God so people have the opportunity to experience the full and meaningful lives He 
created them to enjoy. We work with proven and trusted partners overseas to discover needs, find sustainable 
resources to address them, and apply effective and efficient solutions. We do all of this in a way that involves 
local people, thus building individual and community dignity. 
 
BGR rapidly responds to disasters with feeding programs, construction teams, and medical care. We address the 
long-term issues of poverty and hunger with well-planned, compassionate ministries. We train ministry partners 
to meet both long-term and short-term needs. And, we do it all to help people both physically and spiritually. 

 

 
 .gobgr.org 

 
.facebook.com/gobgr 

 
.@gobgr 

 
1.866.974.5623 
615.367.3678 
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Alleviating Poverty with Farms 
Togo 
 

Category: Agriculture;Animal Husbandry 

 
Through model farming, a BGR-partner organization aims to alleviate poverty and increase dignity for poor villagers 
in a rural community. 
 
The farms will demonstrate improved animal husbandry and farming techniques for the inaugural group of 100 
participants. BGR funds will support the purchase of land for the project, construction of chicken and goat pens, 
as well as initial animals (such as goats) and farming materials. 
 
With an average family size of six, project leaders expect to directly impact about 600 people, with the opportunity 
to increase as the farms generate income, allowing the hiring of more trainers. Leaders hope compounding success 
will benefit thousands in the region over several years. 

 
Prayer Request - Pray that the center will show villagers ways to raise themselves out of physical poverty. Pray that 
success of the center will finance the construction of others throughout the region. 

 
 
 
 
Who We Are 
 
 

BAPTIST GLOBAL RESPONSE (BGR) helps you meet the needs of people around the world. Together, we strive 
to demonstrate the love of God so people have the opportunity to experience the full and meaningful lives He 
created them to enjoy. We work with proven and trusted partners overseas to discover needs, find sustainable 
resources to address them, and apply effective and efficient solutions. We do all of this in a way that involves 
local people, thus building individual and community dignity. 
 
BGR rapidly responds to disasters with feeding programs, construction teams, and medical care. We address the 
long-term issues of poverty and hunger with well-planned, compassionate ministries. We train ministry partners 
to meet both long-term and short-term needs. And, we do it all to help people both physically and spiritually. 
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